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ABSTRACT

The Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) plays a crucial role in the Arctic climate, and atmospheric conditions are

the primary modifier of mass balance. This analysis establishes the relationship between large-scale atmo-

spheric circulation and principal determinants of GrIS mass balance: moisture, cloud properties, radiative

forcing, and temperature. Using self-organizing maps (SOMs), observations from the Integrated Charac-

terization of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric State, and Precipitation at Summit (ICECAPS) project are cat-

egorized by daily sea level pressure (SLP) gradient. The results describe in detail how southerly, northerly,

and zonal circulation regimes impact observations at Summit Station, Greenland. This southerly regime is

linked to large anomalous increases in low-level liquid cloud formation, cloud radiative forcing (CRF), and

surface warming at Summit Station. An individual southerly pattern relates to the largest positive anomalies,

with the most extreme 25% of cases leading to CRF anomalies above 21Wm22 and temperature anomalies

beyond 8.58C. Finally, the July 2012 extreme melt event is analyzed, showing that the prolonged ice sheet

warming was related to persistence of these southerly circulation patterns, causing an unusually extended

period of anomalous CRF and temperature. These results demonstrate a novel methodology, connecting

daily atmospheric circulation to a relatively brief record of observations.

1. Introduction

Physical changes in the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS)

have far-reaching implications on regional and global

scales. Decreases in GrIS mass balance contribute to

rising sea levels and increased freshwater flux, and they

modify climate feedback processes (Zwally et al. 2002).

If entirely melted, the GrIS contains enough water to

raise global sea level by 7.2m and holds approximately

14% of the world’s ice, the most in the Northern

Hemisphere (Church et al. 2001). With surface melt of

the GrIS increasing in recent time (Mernild et al. 2011),

record surface melt occurring in the last decade (Hall

et al. 2013), accelerating ice sheet movement as a result

of this melt (Zwally et al. 2002; van de Wal et al. 2008),

and a rapidly transforming climate (Comiso and Hall

2014), studying Greenland and the surrounding Arctic

has never been more important.

At present, the GrIS is not in equilibrium (van deWal

et al. 2008), with global warming increasing ablation in

recent years (Hanna et al. 2008). Since 2009, 84% of the

increase in mass loss of the GrIS is from increased sur-

face runoff (Enderlin et al. 2014), with the primary cause

of loss being increases in surface air temperatures (Chen

et al. 2016). Over theGrIS, these temperatures are strongly

impacted by overhead clouds through absorption of

outgoing longwave radiation and reflection of incoming

shortwave radiation (van den Broeke et al. 2009).

In the Arctic, clouds are the dominant modifier of

GrIS surface radiative budget (Shupe and Intrieri 2004)

and can increase surface temperatures up to 98C from

clear-sky conditions (Walsh andChapman 1998). On the

central GrIS, clouds add a net 33Wm22 to the annual

mean surface energy budget (Miller et al. 2015), and

surface temperatures correlate closely with cloud con-

ditions (Miller et al. 2017). The importance of these

relationships was made clear by the July 2012 GrIS melt

event, where an unprecedented 98.6% of the GrIS ex-

perienced surface melt (Nghiem et al. 2012). This ex-

treme event was linked to atmospheric circulation,

moisture transport, and the formation of low-level liquid

clouds (Neff et al. 2014; Hanna et al. 2014; Bennartz

et al. 2013; Solomon et al. 2017). Although clouds and
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surface temperatures are closely linked to atmospheric

circulation (Chen et al. 2016), the detailed relationships

among temperature, radiation, cloud formation, and

large-scale atmospheric circulation have yet to be stud-

ied over the GrIS. This gap in our understanding is the

focus of this paper.

The analysis presented here categorizes GrIS surface

observations by atmospheric state, relating daily circu-

lation to variability in processes that impact GrIS mass

balance. To construct this relationship, a sufficiently

long, continuous, and detailed set of observations must

be used. For temperature, moisture, cloud properties,

and radiation on the GrIS, these detailed measurements

are available only at Summit Station from the Integrated

Characterization of Energy, Clouds, Atmospheric State,

and Precipitation at Summit (ICECAPS) project. These

observations, along with collaborative observations

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA) and the Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology (ETH) Zürich, provide the principal data-

sets used here. An overview of these instruments and

collection methods can be found in Shupe et al. (2013).

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) and reanalysis data

from the National Centers for Environmental Pre-

diction and National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCEP–NCAR) (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001)

are used to categorize the daily atmospheric circulation

affecting the GrIS. Combining the resulting categori-

zation of atmospheric state and the detailed Summit

Station surface observations, this analysis creates a com-

plete description of circulation and its effect on tempera-

ture, moisture, clouds, and radiative forcing, all of which

ultimately impact GrIS energy and mass budgets.

2. Data and methods

a. Circulation classification with SOMs

The SOM algorithm is an unsupervised learning al-

gorithm that creates an objective classification by iter-

atively grouping similar data vectors (Kohonen 2013;

Kohonen et al. 2001). It is capable of reducing large

amounts of data to a fundamental map of categories

called ‘‘nodes.’’ SOMs, using circulation fields as input,

identify a predetermined number of nodes across the

data space, such that node distribution represents the

data topology and density (Hewitson and Crane 2002).

The nonlinear nature of SOMs provides accurate clas-

sification of circulation states with very few a priori

assumptions.

The result is a robust and generalized map of the

primary circulation patterns arranged by similarity that

reduces the complex circulation to a subset of categories.

While other methods of classification exist (Huth et al.

2008; Reusch et al. 2005a), SOMs have distinct ad-

vantages over alternative techniques and are an estab-

lished method for categorizing atmospheric circulation

(Reusch et al. 2005b, 2007).

The SOM for this analysis (Fig. 1) was created using

the SOM PAK, an open-source software toolkit. The

SOM PAK has many tuning parameters, with optimi-

zations described in the software manual (Kohonen

et al. 1996). When classifying circulation grids, the SOM

PAK produces the SOM grid characterizing identified

circulation patterns and a list of each day associated with

each identified circulation patterns. This list of days then

forms the basis for characterizing the impact of each

identified atmospheric state.

For the SOM used here, 20 (5 3 4 dimension) nodes

were chosen, balancing the limited availability of Sum-

mit Station observations against identifying a broad

range of circulation patterns. Relating the Summit Sta-

tion observational record of approximately 2000 days to

the 20-node SOM results in an average sample of

100 days for each circulation pattern, not accounting for

missing data. This sample would be reduced to only

57 days per node if using a 7 3 5 SOM. Through em-

pirical testing, it was found that a 53 4 SOM resulted in

reliable and reproducible results while maintaining the

highest dimension classification possible. Detailed de-

scriptions of SOMs and their applications to atmo-

spheric circulation can be found in Crane and Hewitson

(2003) and Reusch et al. (2005a).

b. Reanalysis data

There are many reanalysis products available for re-

search, but each is found to represent atmospheric cir-

culation in the Arctic with similar degrees of accuracy

(Lindsay et al. 2014). The NCEP–NCAR reanalysis was

chosen here for its overlapwith the ICECAPS observation

period, as well as the extensive length of available data.

NCEP–NCAR circulation fields beginning 1 January 1948

and ending 31 December 2015 were used to identify the

primary circulation states of the Greenland domain.

As this research is primarily concerned with daily

surface conditions, mean daily SLP from the NCEP–

NCAR reanalysis was used. We also tested 850- and

500-hPa height fields, but SLP circulation was more

closely related to the surface observations used in this

study. Several different spatial domains were tested for

their influence on the GrIS. In agreement with prior

research (Schuenemann and Cassano 2010; Reusch et al.

2007; Sheridan and Lee 2011), the southern extent of the

circulation domain extends south to 408N, capturing the

connection between midlatitude circulation and condi-

tions over Greenland.
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Processing of the circulation data is required before

being used in the SOM classification. Grid points above

1000m (the majority of the Greenland subcontinent)

were masked to improve the SOM classification by re-

moving anomalies not related to large-scale regional cir-

culation. The native 2.58 grid spacing of the NCEP–NCAR

data is denser at higher latitudes, and the SLP data

were interpolated from the native grid to an equal-area

grid with spacing of 50 km. SLP anomalies were cal-

culated by subtracting mean SLP across the domain

from the grid of values for each day, producing mean

daily SLP gradients. These final SLP gradient fields

FIG. 1. SOMclassification ofNCEP–NCARanomalous SLP fields from 1948 to 2015 (hPa). Plot is of SLP averages from

only the years of overlapwith Summit Station observations from2010 to 2015.Anomaly calculated as thedifference from the

mean daily SLP value across the domain. These data were masked for elevations over 1000m and are represented in

gray. The location of Summit Station is marked by the red cross.
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capture the circulation features that affect GrIS surface

conditions and are used for the construction of the

SOM classification.

c. Surface observations

Although reanalysis data are sufficient for quantifying

atmospheric circulation, they do not provide an accurate

representation of processes affecting GrIS mass balance,

such as moisture, clouds, and radiation (de Boer et al.

2014). In particular, reanalyses poorly quantify the Arctic

surface energy budget (Walsh et al. 2009; Zib et al. 2012),

with errors greater than 60Wm22 in some regions

(Serreze et al. 1998; Zib et al. 2012). Instead, detailed and

accurate surface measurements are necessary to link re-

gional circulation to processes on the central GrIS.

Observational data used for this analysis are from

ICECAPS, an extended field campaign of detailed at-

mospheric measurements at Summit Station, Greenland

(72.68N, 38.58W; elevation 3255m). Beginning in May

2010, it was designed to improve understanding of tro-

pospheric properties, surface energy budget, precipita-

tion, and clouds above the central GrIS (Shupe et al.

2013). To support these data, complementary observa-

tions of surface broadband radiation and meteorology

from NOAA and ETH Zürich were also integrated

(Miller et al. 2015). Although measurements at Summit

Station lack spatial coverage, these observations are likely

representative of the homogeneous central GrIS and are

the only observations of these parameters available in

this region.

The analysis uses only a subset of these observations,

specifically temperature, liquid water path (LWP), pre-

cipitable water vapor (PWV), atmospheric profiles of

temperature and moisture, and cloud characteristics.

Cloud characteristics are determined from ICECAPS

data products of cloud composition, cloud occurrence,

and cloud radiative forcing (CRF). All available obser-

vations from the beginning of measurements in 2010

until the end of 2015 are used here, with intermittent

missing data due to the difficulty in making observations

at the remote Arctic site. Detailed information on the

instrumentation and its measurements can be found in

Shupe et al. (2013) and Miller et al. (2015); below are

brief descriptions of key products.

Clouds can have large impacts on surface conditions,

and CRF is a direct measurement of cloud influence on

the GrIS (Miller et al. 2017). CRF measures the in-

stantaneous impact of cloudy conditions on the radiative

flux at Earth’s surface, relative to the same conditions

under an equivalent clear sky. CRF is defined as

(Ramanathan et al. 1989; Schneider 1972)

CRF5Flux
all sky

2Flux
clear sky

. (1)

Here, Fluxall sky is the observed net radiative flux at the

surface, including the radiative impact of clouds.

Fluxclear sky is a calculation of the net radiative flux under

the same conditions if there had been zero cloud oc-

currence. At Summit Station, clear-sky calculations are

made using the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

(RRTM) with specifications of key atmospheric pa-

rameters determined from observations. For more in-

formation on the CRF data used here, refer to Miller

et al. (2015).

While CRF measures the impact of clouds on surface

radiation, observations of the cloud properties affecting

CRF are also available at Summit Station. Cloud prop-

erties impacting CRF are height, temperature, thick-

ness, and microphysics, as well as surface albedo and

solar zenith angle (Shupe and Intrieri 2004). This analysis

aims to determine the influence of atmospheric circulation

on these cloud characteristics and, thus, the relationships

among circulation, clouds, and their radiative impact.

Here, cloud composition is defined as the vertical distri-

bution of cloud phase and is derived using phase-specific

signatures from radar, lidar, radiosonde, and microwave

radiometer measurements, as outlined by Shupe et al.

(2006) and Shupe (2007). There are three cloud-phase

classification types used in this analysis: 1) mixed phase

(any cloud containing liquid water), 2) ice only (clouds

that do not contain any liquid), and 3) clear sky (obser-

vations without clouds). Though these classifications

are a granular tool, they provide the basic information

required to understand the relationships among cir-

culation, cloud phase, and surface radiative budget.

Observations at Summit Station are then combined

with the SOM using the list of days for each circulation

pattern. For plots and figures shown here, averaged

values for all days related to a node are calculated.

Upper and lower quartiles are also provided to indicate

the intranode variability of observation distributions

associated with each circulation pattern. The extent to

which conclusions can be drawn about specific nodes is

limited by this variability, and understanding sources of

intranode variability is important for clear interpreta-

tion of the results.

Potential sources of intranode variability are as

follows:

d Differences in the daily SLP patterns related to each

node. SOMs depict the most representative pattern of

each node, and thus, not every day related to a node is

identical. This could be reduced by the use of a higher-

dimensional SOMat the cost of decreased statistics for

each node.
d Statistical fluctuations from the brief observational

period. Variability could simply represent the small
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sample of observations and not the inherent variability

of the physical processes. This could be mitigated only

by increasing the number of Arctic observations.
d Categorizing of days as discrete data points, neglecting

the time evolution of the atmosphere. In reality, daily

observations are impacted by the temporal sequence

of events. Observations for a pattern can be impacted

by the preceding days, and intranode variability can

be a result of this hysteresis.
d Observations are only partially constrained by daily

SLP used for the SOM. Although tied to upper-level

circulation, daily SLP does not capture the complete

atmosphere. For this analysis, SLP fields were found to

best represent relationships among circulation, cloud

processes, and temperature at Summit Station. The

850- and 500-hPa heights had significantly more intra-

node variability.

As much as possible, the SOM used here was opti-

mized to mitigate factors related to intranode variabil-

ity. With concern for these caveats, this SOM forms a

coherent description of the relationship between atmo-

spheric circulation and processes at Summit Station af-

fecting the GrIS.

d. Definition of anomaly

Each SOM circulation pattern occurs uniquely in the

annual cycle, and any data evaluated are convoluted with

the annual cycle of these data. For example, a predomi-

nantly summer node will relate to a higher average tem-

perature than a different node occurring more frequently

in winter, regardless of the circulation state. As such, ac-

curately quantifying the annual cycle is necessary to un-

derstand the anomalous impact of atmospheric circulation.

Because of the brief observational record, there are

distinct challenges in characterizing the annual cycle of

parameters in this analysis. With only 5 years of mea-

surements, establishing a climatology for each of these

observations is not possible. Instead, an annual cycle of

366 days was constructed by identifying the low-

frequency components of each parameter using Four-

ier decomposition. These annual background series

were then subtracted from the daily time series of ob-

servations, and the resulting anomaly values were used

for the analysis here.

Use of the word ‘‘anomaly’’ in this paper refers to

variables calculated using this method. These anomalies

represent the difference of a daily parameter from its

annual background state. For the remainder of the pa-

per, when a parameter is described as increasing or de-

creasing, high or low, or positive or negative, it is always

in the daily anomaly sense relative to the annual back-

ground cycle calculated using the Fourier method.

These words are used to indicate the impact of atmo-

spheric circulation on the daily variability of parameters.

A complete description of the Fourier methodology

used here can be found in the appendix.

3. Results

Motivated by recent trends in climate (Richter-

Menge et al. 2016) and resulting extreme melt events of

the GrIS (Nghiem et al. 2012; Bennartz et al. 2013), this

text focuses primarily on summer warming regimes and

their properties, though this analysis does provide a

complete circulation description. There is also a primary

focus on the occurrence of mixed-phase clouds because

of their unique importance to the GrIS (Miller et al.

2017). In the following sections, there are statements

about seasonal relationships between circulation and

observed parameters. This discussion was informed by

data and plots partitioned by season, though only annual

means are shown for the sake of brevity and clarity.

a. SOM classification

The SOM classification in this analysis (Fig. 1) is

composed of 20 distinct circulation patterns, with the

SOM algorithm placing similar nodes near each other

and dissimilar nodes farther apart (Kohonen 2013). A

classification similar to other regional climatological

analyses (Schuenemann and Cassano 2009; Serreze et al.

1997, 1993) is observed here.

Icelandic cyclone systems varying in strength and lo-

cation can be found in [a, 1], [a, 2], [a, 3], [a, 4], [b, 3], and

[b, 4]. Cyclones off the southern tip of the GrIS are de-

scribed by nodes [c, 3] and [c, 4]. Cyclones located in the

North Atlantic are depicted in [d, 3], [d, 4], [e, 3], and

[e, 4]. Labrador Sea cyclones to the southwest of theGrIS

appear to the upper right in nodes [e, 1], [e, 2], and [d, 1].

Baffin Bay cyclones are located at the top of the SOM in

nodes [b, 1] and [c, 1]. Finally, nodes [b, 2], [c, 2], and [d, 2]

are patterns with relatively weak circulation. These nodes

represent the prominent circulation patterns in the re-

gional circulation, as identified by the SOM algorithm.

Interpretation of the results for these patterns is con-

tingent on understanding their annual distributions. If

patterns occurred with equal probability, the expected

frequency for each node would be 100%/(5 3 4) 5 5%.

Instead, the frequency of each node is simply the mean

occurrence of this SLP pattern in these reanalysis data.

Figure 2 shows the average frequency of occurrence for

each node. Node [e, 4] is the most frequent, occurring an

average of 7.2%of the year. In contrast, the least frequent

node [b, 3] occurs an average of 3.66% of the year.

Monthly distributions of node occurrence are shown

in Fig. 3. Most patterns occur in both winter and summer,
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but with significant variation in occurrence probability

throughout the year.Manynodes depict cyclones in similar

physical locations, differing in strength and seasonal dis-

tribution. An example is the Icelandic cyclones occurring

primarily in winter, represented by nodes [a, 3], [a, 4],

[b, 3], and [b, 4], while weaker Icelandic cyclones occur-

ring primarily in summer are represented by nodes [a, 1]

and [a, 2]. Though circulation for these patterns appears

visually similar, they are unique in their impact on theGrIS.

Annual occurrence distributions indicate that the most

frequent regional winter patterns are the strongest Icelan-

dic and North Atlantic cyclones. Conversely, the most

frequent summer patterns are strong Baffin Bay cyclones

and weaker Icelandic low and North Atlantic cyclones.

Three distinct regimes with significant impact on the

central GrIS are identified by this analysis. Northerly

meridional nodes in the left portion of the SOM cen-

tered on node [a, 3] describe cyclones to the east of the

subcontinent, causing northerly transport across the

GrIS along large SLP gradients. Southerly meridional

nodes at the top of the SOM centered on node [c, 1]

describe cyclones to the west of the subcontinent,

causing southerly transport across the GrIS along strong

gradients. Zonal nodes are centered on node [d, 4] in

the lower-right portion of the SOM, with cyclones to the

south of the subcontinent causing zonal transport to the

central GrIS.

b. Temperature

Node-averaged observations of 2-m temperature

anomalies in Fig. 4 show the impact of circulation on

temperatures at Summit Station. The three primary

FIG. 2. Average node frequency of occurrence for the complete range of NCEP–NCAR data for overlap years from 2010 to 2015. The

total number of occurrences for each node from 2010 to 2015 is also given below the frequencies in red. Dark purple colors indicate the

most frequent patterns, while dark green colors indicate the most infrequent patterns. White and black text is used only to improve

contrast of text for this and other similar plots.
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circulation regimes identified previously have distinct

relationships with temperatures at Summit Station.

The largest anomalous temperatures at Summit Sta-

tion result from southerly circulation, corresponding to

Baffin Bay cyclone patterns surrounding SOM node

[c, 1]. Themagnitude of the anomaly is dependent on the

location and strength of the cyclone, with the largest

anomalous temperature increase of 4.588C relating to

pattern [c, 1]. For pattern [d, 1], a slight shift of the cy-

clone core to the south only relates to an average in-

crease of 2.448C, and a decrease in strength of the

pressure gradient relates to a temperature increase of

only 2.718C for node [c, 2]. These southerly circulation

patterns are most common in summer, with infrequent

occurrences during winter months.

Zonal circulation also relates to anomalous increases in

temperature at Summit Station, with lower magnitude than

southerly patterns. The largest mean increase in tempera-

ture at Summit Station associated with zonal circulation is

2.138C for node [d, 4]. Zonal patterns surrounding node [d,

4] also relate to moderate anomalous increases in temper-

ature, dependent on theposition and strengthof the cyclone

in the North Atlantic. Each zonal node has a significantly

different seasonal distribution, with weaker zonal warming

being most frequent in summer (node [d, 3]) and stronger

zonal warming being most frequent in winter (node [d, 4]).

While southerly patterns around node [c, 1] occur

predominantly in summer, zonal circulation patterns

surrounding node [d, 4] occur throughout the year. This

variation in seasonal occurrence shows that anoma-

lously warm conditions in summer months are primarily

due to frequent strong southerly circulation with small

contributions from semifrequent and relatively weak

zonal circulation. In winter months, occurrences of

southerly patterns are rare, and thus increases in tem-

perature instead relate to strong and semifrequent zonal

occurrences.

Intensive cold anomalies occur for the subset of

northerly circulation patterns surrounding [a, 3], pat-

terns transporting cold air over the GrIS. All nodes re-

lating to decreases in temperature of more than 18C are

cyclones to the east of theGrIS with northerly transport.

Node-averaged 2-m temperature anomalies from the

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis are presented in Fig. 5 for the

complete spatial domain. Comparing temperature ob-

servations at Summit Station to spatial temperatures

from the reanalysis illustrates the importance of the

spatial context. Southerly and northerly meridional

transport patterns surrounding nodes [c, 1] and [a, 3]

show warming and cooling across the extent of the GrIS,

coinciding with the largest changes in temperature seen

at Summit Station. This indicates that these extreme

FIG. 3. Histogramquantifying themonthly occurrence of each SOMnode for the full NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset. Colors indicate the

monthly variability of each circulation pattern, with red for summer and blue for winter months.
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temperature changes at Summit Station from strong

northerly and southerly flow are likely accompanied by

temperature changes across the central GrIS. In com-

parison, zonal patterns surrounding node [d, 4] relate to

more moderate and less homogeneous temperature

variation at Summit Station and across the GrIS. Nota-

ble large temperature gradients are seen in reanalysis

data on the central GrIS near Summit Station for nodes

[e, 1] and [e, 4], and the impact of these patterns on

Summit Station observations is dependent on the posi-

tion of these gradients. Circulation patterns with large

temperature gradients across the central GrIS relate to

higher variability in temperature observations. While

these data are not sufficient for a detailed study, the

spatial patterns give valuable context to the Summit

Station temperature observations.

c. Moisture and clouds

Figure 4 relates circulation patterns to their impact

on temperature but does not describe the processes

driving these temperature variations. Miller et al.

(2017) showed that temperatures in summer months at

Summit Station are strongly responsive to CRF from

low-level liquid-bearing clouds. Here, circulation is

connected to these mechanisms using PWV, LWP,

cloud composition, and water vapor profiles relating

atmospheric circulation to cloud processes and their

surface impact. Cloud formation over the GrIS relies

on the transport of moisture, quantified here by Figs. 6

and 7, showing node-averaged anomalous PWV and

LWP observations.

Large positive anomalies in both LWP and PWV at

Summit Station are related to southerly patterns sur-

rounding node [c, 1]. Pattern [c, 1] has the largest posi-

tive impact on moisture, with a mean LWP increase of

4.55 gm22 and 25% of occurrences increasing LWP by

more than 8.04 gm22. In tandem, [c, 1] also relates to an

average positive PWV anomaly of 0.69mm. These in-

creases are consistent with moist upslope flow caused by

cyclones west of the GrIS. Zonal patterns surrounding

node [d, 4] relate much less clearly to changes in LWP

and PWV, with significantly smaller and more variable

anomalies than southerly circulation patterns. In opposi-

tion, northerly transport patterns surrounding node [a, 3]

are the driest at Summit Station. Upper quartile bound-

aries for these nodes indicate there is anomalously low

FIG. 4. Node-averaged Summit Station 2-m anomalous temperature (8C). Positive values (red nodes) indicate anomalous warming on

average. Negative values (blue nodes) indicate anomalous cooling on average. Upper and lower quartile bounds are included and rep-

resent the distribution of daily average temperature measurements associated with each node.
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moisture for the majority of occurrences of northerly

transport.

The annual cycle of moisture at Summit Station closely

follows annual changes in atmospheric circulation. During

winter, anomalous increases in moisture result from fre-

quent and strong zonal transport, with moisture increases

only occasionally occurring from very southerly flow

events. Conversely, in summer, anomalous increases in

moisture are exclusively from frequent strong southerly

patterns, with minor contributions from zonal circulation.

The shift between these regimes corresponds with the rel-

ative differences in the summer and winter mean states.

FIG. 5. Node-averaged spatial 2-m temperature anomaly (8C) for years 2010–15 from NCEP–NCAR reanalysis

data. Anomaly values for reanalysis temperatures were calculated by subtracting the observed value from the

average background value for each day of the year (calendar-day mean). Warming trends were removed at each

grid point to isolate circulation contribution.
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While PWV and LWP provide basic information

about moisture, cloud properties affecting surface radi-

ation have a different relationship with atmospheric

circulation. Cloud classification using ICECAPS obser-

vations is examined from 0- to 5-km altitude over

Summit Station. Cloud composition is broken into three

simple cloud types: mixed phase (liquid bearing), ice

(not liquid bearing), and clear sky. At each height, cloud

composition is calculated as the mean percentage of

cloud occurrence, such that the sum of all types must

equal 100%.

Figure 8 shows the net average fractional occurrence

by cloud type as a function of height above Summit

Station, and Fig. 9 shows the anomalous values relative

to these net occurrences. For mixed-phase cloud oc-

currence, red shading outlines the quartile bounds of the

distribution to indicate variability for each pattern. The

quartiles for ice-phase cloud occurrence are not shown

for the sake of clarity. Distributions of ice-phase cloud

occurrence are broad for all nodes, indicating that

ice-phase cloud occurrence is not constrained by

SLP circulation to the same degree as mixed-phase

occurrence.

Large increases in mixed-phase cloud occurrence re-

late to southerly transport patterns around node [c, 1],

with anomalous increases at all heights. In particular,

nodes [c, 1] and [c, 2] are characterized by the largest

increases in mixed-phase cloud occurrence below 1km

at Summit Station, clouds that are critical components of

spatially extensive melt (Bennartz et al. 2013). For node

[c, 1], anomalous increases in mixed-phase clouds av-

erage 8% and net mixed-phase composition of above

20%. This corresponds to approximately 1.7 times the

summer average. There is also a corresponding re-

duction in clear sky, with these southerly patterns having

the least clear sky of any circulation patterns. For [c, 1]

specifically, clear sky is anomalously reduced more than

15% in the first kilometer, on average.

Zonal patterns around node [d, 4] relate to minor in-

creases in mixed-phase cloud occurrence on average,

with limited increases in mixed-phase cloud occurrence

in the first 250m above Summit Station for nodes [d, 4]

and [e, 4]. The anomalous impact of zonal circulation on

mixed-phase cloud occurrence is significantly less than

that of southerly circulation patterns.

Finally, northerly circulation patterns surrounding

node [a, 3] relate to decreased mixed-phase cloud oc-

currence at all heights.

Figure 10 shows node-averaged anomalous water va-

por profilesmeasured by radiosondes at Summit Station.

FIG. 6. Node-averaged daily PWV anomaly (mm) at Summit Station.
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The profiles of water vapor are consistent with integral

PWV results and give important additional information

about vertical structure. Southerly patterns [b, 1], [d, 1],

and [c, 2] relate to average increases in water vapor

primarily in the first kilometer, while the strongest

southerly node [c, 1] shows increases in water vapor at

all heights. Northerly patterns result in a consistent re-

duction in water vapor at all heights above Summit

Station, on average. Consistent changes in vertical

structure of water vapor resulting from zonal circulation

are limited to relatively small increases in the first 250m

for nodes surrounding [d, 4].

d. Cloud radiative forcing

To relate the impact of atmospheric circulation on

surface temperatures, cloud impact on radiationmust be

considered. Miller et al. (2017) have shown that tem-

perature observations at Summit Station are strongly

responsive to CRF, particularly from low-level mixed-

phase clouds.

The impact of circulation-induced cloud occurrence

anomalies on radiation is quantified by node-averaged

anomalous CRF in Fig. 11. Large increases in CRF re-

late to southerly patterns surrounding node [c, 1]. Oc-

currences of southerly pattern [c, 1] are associated with

an average increase in CRF of 10.7Wm22, the largest

of any pattern. In total, 75% of [c, 1] occurrences in-

crease CRF more than 3.45Wm22 and 25% of occur-

rences by more than 21.1Wm22, as shown by node

quartiles.

The impact of zonal patterns onCRF is less consistent,

with central zonal pattern [d, 4] relating to significant

increased CRF, but with decreased CRF values for

surrounding patterns [d, 3], [c, 4], and [e, 4]. Occurrences

of node [d, 4] increase CRF by an average of 6.24Wm22,

while surrounding nodes decrease CRF by an average of

2.2Wm22. While this is large compared to other zonal

nodes, the impact is primarily in winter. Northerly pat-

terns surrounding node [a, 3] relate to decreased CRF

values at Summit Station, on average.

To distinguish spectral radiative effects, Figs. 12 and

13 decompose CRF into short- and longwave compo-

nents. The impact of clouds on shortwave CRF is limited

to patterns occurring in summer months, with the most

significant decreases in shortwave CRF for southerly

nodes, due to cloud blocking of shortwave surface

transmission. The distinct net CRF impact of zonal node

[d, 4] is primarily due to increased longwave CRF.

Northerly patterns decrease longwave CRF, while

southerly nodes relate to anomalous increases.

FIG. 7. Node-averaged LWP anomaly (gm22) at Summit Station.
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4. Discussion

The following section discusses atmospheric circula-

tion and its impact on surface observations, based on

measurements at Summit Station from 2010 to 2015.

Current research shows that net water vapor transport

to Greenland is increasing (Mattingly et al. 2016) and

that Arctic dynamics are changing with global warming

(Moritz et al. 2002). These larger climate shifts may, in

time, modify or amplify the processes studied in this

analysis. While the discussion here provides detailed

insight into Arctic processes, continued observations

will be necessary to investigate decadal-scale climate

variability and the effects of global warming.

a. Circulation, moisture, clouds, and CRF

In summer months, ablation of the GrIS is enhanced

by low-level mixed-phase cloud formation (Bennartz

et al. 2013), and this analysis shows that specific classi-

fied circulation patterns consistently relate to increased

CRF and mixed-phase cloud formation.

FIG. 8. Node-averaged vertical distribution of cloud composition percentage for each node. Cloud type identified using a multisensor

cloud-phase classification algorithm (Shupe 2007).All (100%) cloud occurrence is distributed into three classes: clear sky, ice composition,

and mixed-phase composition. Mixed-phase composition clouds are observations of cloud occurrence that have any significant amount of

liquid-phase droplets. Red shading indicates the quartile bounds on the distribution for mixed-phase clouds.
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The largest daily anomalous increases in moisture and

mixed-phase clouds at Summit Station are for circula-

tion patterns with unobstructed southerly onshore flow.

For these patterns, the depth and position of the cyclone

to the west of the GrIS determine the magnitude of

moisture increases, as well as mixed-phase clouds and

their corresponding CRF impact. For nodes with large

increases in low-level mixed-phase cloud occurrence,

there are large increases in longwave radiation at the

surface, offset partially by decreased shortwave radia-

tion. This is largest for node [c, 1], where 51 out of the 59

(87%) occurrences of this Baffin Bay cyclone pattern

increase CRF. These increases result from increased

water vapor, in tandem with large increases in mixed-

phase cloud occurrence for the first kilometer above the

surface. This circulation pattern is most frequent in

summer, with consistent impact on the surface energy

budget during months when ablation of the GrIS is most

critical.

Zonal circulation patterns are associated with mod-

erate increases in moisture at Summit Station, with

nodes [c, 4], [d, 4], [e, 4], and [d, 3] having moderate

FIG. 9. Node-averaged vertical distribution of anomalous cloud composition anomaly relative to values in Fig. 8. These represent the

average change in clouds associated with each node. Upper and lower quartile bounds are given for mixed-phase cloud anomalies to

indicate the variability.
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average increases in water vapor at Summit Station in

the first 250m above the surface. For summer zonal

pattern [d, 3], there is little anomalous change in mixed-

phase cloud occurrence, but a decrease in ice clouds

leads to moderate decreases in CRF. For winter zonal

patterns, increased low-level mixed-phase cloud occur-

rence is observed for [c, 4], [d, 4], and [e, 4], but with

significant variation in their CRF impact. Node [d, 4]

increases CRF by 6.24Wm22, while nodes [c, 4] and

[e, 4] decreaseCRFby23.5 and21.5Wm22, on average.

The disparity in anomalous CRF impact of zonal

patterns is partially explained by the annual occurrence

distribution of these patterns, as there are significant

differences in the background state during times when

each zonal pattern typically occurs. Summer zonal pat-

terns are dry and low in clouds relative to the summer

background state, where winter zonal pattern [d, 4] is

relatively moist and cloudy, compared to the winter

background state. Rare summer occurrences of [d, 4]

were looked at individually and found to have significant

anomalous increases in moisture and mixed-phase

clouds. This suggests that the circulation associated

with [d, 4] is unique in its strength, compared to other

zonal patterns.

FIG. 10. Node-averaged vertical water vapor anomaly as measured by radiosondes at Summit Station. The solid line is the average water

vapor anomaly, while the shaded gray boundary provides the upper and lower quartiles to illustrate variability.
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b. CRF and temperature

Miller et al. (2017) showed that GrIS surface energy

budget, near-surface air temperature, and ground heat

flux are modified by clouds and CRF. In this analysis,

there are clear relationships between circulation and

changes in CRF and temperature. Comparing node-

averaged anomalous surface temperature and CRF

shows that circulation relating to large changes in CRF

also relates to the largest changes in surface tempera-

tures at Summit Station. In particular, southerly and

northerly patterns show strong and coherent relation-

ships between temperature and CRF. Southerly pattern

[c, 1] relates to the highest CRF and temperature values,

with more than 75% of node [c, 1] occurrences in-

creasing both CRF and surface air temperature. Sur-

rounding similar southerly nodes also relate to increases

in temperature roughly proportional to their CRF

magnitude. In opposition, northerly patterns surround-

ing [a, 3] with the largest decreases in CRF also relate to

the largest decreases in temperature.

For zonal circulation patterns, relationships be-

tween changes in CRF and temperature are less clear,

with zonal patterns leading to moderate temperature

increases, on average, but only node [d, 4] leading to

increased CRF. For [d, 4], large positive CRF is con-

current with average temperature increases. However,

surrounding zonal nodes show opposing relationships

between CRF and temperature, with mean temperature

increases accompanied by moderate decreases in CRF.

Thus, for some zonal circulation patterns, clouds are not

directly linked to surface air temperature changes.

Although not all changes in CRF occur in parallel with

changes in temperature, there is a clear relationship

between the largest increases in CRF and the largest

anomalous increases in temperatures. Mixed-phase

clouds resulting from southerly transport consistently

strongly impact both CRF and temperature at the GrIS

surface.

c. July 2012 melt event

While this analysis provides a comprehensive frame-

work to quantify the impact of circulation on the GrIS,

prior research has studied the impact of circulation on

observations of extreme events. One important case is

the July 2012 melt event, where extensive melt of the

GrIS reached Summit Station for the first time since

FIG. 11. Node-averaged net CRF anomaly Wm22 at Summit Station mapped to the SOM. Positive (red) values indicate nodes with

anomalous increases in radiation at the surface of the GrIS, while negative (blue) values indicate patterns with decreasing radiation.

Upper and lower quartiles indicate variability.
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1889 (Nghiem et al. 2012). This melt was primarily a

result of broad heating and unique mixed-phase cloud

cover from the transport of warm and moist air (Neff

et al. 2014; Bennartz et al. 2013; Hanna et al. 2014). The

SOManalysis gives a descriptive framework for the days

of the melt event, and by examining the 2012 melt event

using this framework, methods and conclusions pre-

sented here can be contextualized in the larger body of

scientific literature.

Table 1 provides information for the days leading up

to the 2012 melt event of the node state, net CRF,

anomalous CRF, temperature, PWV, and LWP.

For the days leading into the melt event, atmospheric

state was categorized by nodes [d, 1] and [e, 1], circu-

lation patterns with moderate southerly transport and

strong temperature gradients across the central GrIS.

Between 6 and 9 July, this circulation supported modest

increases in CRF and temperature at Summit Station

resulting from the transport of warm and moist air south

of the subcontinent. On 10 July, large increases in PWV,

LWP, CRF, and temperature resulted from the previous

4 days of stagnant southerly flow. This consistent

southerly transport helped to raise temperatures up to

when regional circulation shifted to large anomalies and

southerly transport associated with node [c, 1]. Southerly

circulation on 11 July increased LWP by 45gm22, CRF

by 24Wm22, and temperature by 9.38C, causing exten-

sive warming across the GrIS, including melt at Summit.

These extreme increases in clouds, CRF, moisture,

and temperature are a result of sustained persistent

circulation in the southerly transport regime. While this

event was extreme in magnitude and duration, analy-

sis results show that occurrences of this southerly cir-

culation consistently relate to anomalous increases in

CRF and temperature at Summit Station.

5. Conclusions

TheGrIS plays a critical role in the global climate, and

atmospheric conditions are the primarymodifier of GrIS

mass balance. The objective of this research was to as-

sess the relationships among atmospheric circulation,

clouds, surface energy budget, and temperature vari-

ability over the central GrIS. While prior research has

quantified how clouds affect surface energy budget, this

analysis relates the impact of daily atmospheric circu-

lation to variability in cloud properties, surface radia-

tion, and temperatures.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for the longwave component of CRF.
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Three primary regimes of circulation driving tem-

perature variability over the central GrIS are identified:

southerly meridional, northerly meridional, and zonal.

Southerly and northerly meridional transport regimes

are directly linked to large anomalous changes in tem-

perature, caused by anomalous changes in mixed-phase

cloud occurrence and CRF. For the zonal regime, tem-

perature variability is less reliably linked tomixed-phase

cloud formation and CRF.

In the southerly regime, Baffin Bay cyclone node [c, 1]

consistently relates to large anomalous increases in ra-

diation and temperature at Summit Station. On 51 of the

59 (87%) days when this pattern occurs, there is an

anomalous increase in CRF, with an average increase of

10.7Wm22. In total, 25% of [c, 1] occurrences increase

CRF by more than 21Wm22. These large anomalous

increases in CRF coincide with an average anomalous

increase in temperature of 4.588C. During the critical

summer months, this southerly regime causes large

anomalous increases in mixed-phase cloud formation

over the central GrIS, along with corresponding anom-

alous increases in temperature, moisture, and CRF.

The extrememelt of July 2012 relates to the persistent

occurrence of the southerly circulation, causing large

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for the shortwave component of CRF.

TABLE 1. Key parameters for the Jul 2012 melt event from ICECAPS observations at Summit Station.

Date Node

Temperature

anomaly (8C) Net CRF (Wm22)

CRF anomaly

(Wm22) PWV anomaly (mm) LWP anomaly (gm22)

6 Jul [d, 1] 2.54 39.21 4.09 0.51 4.39

7 Jul [d, 1] 1.57 41.26 5.77 0.08 20.29

8 Jul [e, 1] 20.86 47.84 12.00 20.52 4.96

9 Jul [e, 1] 23.95 21.8 214.4 20.57 211.4

10 Jul [e, 1] 6.35 53.67 17.13 3.35 21.93

11 Jul [c, 1] 9.30 60.86 23.99 1.72 45.02

12 Jul [b, 1] 8.76 54.54 17.35 2.03 45.40

13 Jul [b, 2] 6.82 31.68 25.82 0.50 11.26
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increases in clouds, CRF, and temperature. This melt

event study demonstrates that the analysis in this paper

provides a detailed framework for occurrences of cir-

culation phenomena.

The analysis presented here provides a new method-

ology, combining established SOM techniques with

spectral analysis to quantify the impact of daily circu-

lation on a relatively brief record of cloud properties and

atmospheric state. The methodology demonstrates the

integral links between regional atmospheric circulation

and clouds, radiation, and temperature over the central

GrIS. In particular, examining the vertical distribution,

phase, LWP, and CRF of clouds as they relate to daily

atmospheric circulation makes this analysis unique.

With these methods established, there are several

possibilities to extend this research. Summer circulation

patterns causing increased CRF and temperatures have

an effect on the GrIS surface mass balance, and quan-

tifying this mass loss directly is of great interest. Another

possibility is to identify temporal trajectories through

SOM space to give insight into events such as the 2012

melt. Methods from this research could also be used to

assess models and to test their ability to reproduce

circulation-induced related cloud processes. Finally,

applying these methods to analyze satellite observations

of clouds across the GrIS could give spatial context to

the conclusions in this paper.
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APPENDIX

Fourier Decomposition of Annual Cycle

Quantifying the annual cycle of observations is a key

component to circulation classification with SOMs

(Sheridan and Lee 2011). The detailed surface obser-

vations from the Arctic used here present unique chal-

lenges in this regard, due to the relatively brief

observational period. An objective background state is

required to isolate the contribution of circulation to the

daily variability of observed conditions. While monthly

averages provide a useful first glance, they do not cap-

ture the gradient betweenmonths when large changes in

the atmospheric state can occur in the Arctic for vari-

ables of interest. Fourier analysis provides an objective

functional description of the background state and

models low-frequency changes using observational data.

The annual cycle in observations is derived by first

decomposing the original multiyear time series into a

group of oscillatory components using the forward

Fourier transform algorithm. Then, the highly weighted

low-frequency components are selected to capture the

annual background state from the observed signal, while

excluding the submonthly high-frequency variability of

interest to this paper.

For longer time series, this is not necessary, since it is

possible to derive the background state using mean

values for each day in the annual cycle. For shorter time

series, however, daily means are significantly biased by

extreme events and other natural variability in obser-

vations. Extracting the low-frequency components of

the observed time series provides an annual background

of daily time steps, excluding these biases to the greatest

degree possible. Although other methods to accomplish

this exist, the simple near-sinusoidal stationary spectra

of these data make the benefits of a more complex

analysis moot.

a. Fourier decomposition process

This methodology was accomplished in the following

steps:

1) Detrend and taper data to reduce spectral leakage

(Bloomfield 2000).

2) Run forward Fourier transform to decompose series

into spectral components.

3) Reconstruct background state using low-frequency

components based on function weight.

4) Average components of reconstructed background

state to create smooth annual background of 366 days.

5) Test resulting background against monthly averages

to empirically validate results.

b. Results and validation

For this analysis, Fourier components of interest re-

late to variability occurring for periods of fewer than

15 days. Thus, to construct the annual background state,

periods of fewer than 15 days were excluded. The ac-

curacy of the reconstructed annual background was

tested by comparing monthly means derived from the

reconstructed annual background state to the observed

monthly mean values for each parameter (Fig. A1). The

result was considered accurate when the reconstructed

annual background created using Fourier decomposi-

tion reproduced observed monthly means to within 5%

accuracy (Fig. A2).
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Figure A1 shows the mean error in monthly mean

reconstruction as a function of the number of low-

frequency Fourier components for CRF observations

at Summit Station. This was determined by first calcu-

lating monthly means for these different Fourier series

components and then subtracting this value from

monthly mean of observations. The results are repre-

sented as a percentage of the average observed CRF for

all time, showing that the first-order (single lowest fre-

quency) Fourier series reconstructs mean monthly ob-

servations with an error of 22%, on average, while the

seventh-order reconstruction (seven lowest frequencies)

has errors of 9%, on average. Themean error reaches an

asymptotic value at just under 4%. Thus, the minimum

number of components required to accurately reproduce

monthlymeans from the annual background is 13 forCRF.

Figure A2 depicts the annual background state pro-

duced from the range of possible Fourier components

and shows that reconstructed series comprised of more

than 13 components (periods of fewer than 2 weeks)

‘‘overfit’’ the monthly mean values.

An example of a reconstructed annual background

used for this analysis is given in Fig. A3, showing the low-

frequency variability in mixed-phase cloud occurrence at

Summit Station as a function of height. For profile ob-

servations such as this, Fourier decomposition is em-

ployed independently at each height.

The sensitivity of the analysis results to attributes of

the Fourier-derived background state were tested, and

conclusions did not significantly change inmagnitude for

backgrounds using a reasonable number of Fourier

FIG. A1. Percent accuracy of the monthly mean CRF values from Fourier decomposition

measured against meanmonthly CRF observations. Accuracy is quantified as the absolute value of

the difference between each Fourier series monthly mean and the observed monthly means, ex-

pressed in percentage and plotted against the number of Fourier components for each series.

FIG. A2. Testing the representation of the annual CRF cycle

throughout the year. Blue points are the monthly mean values of

observations, and underlying lines are background series resulting

from the Fourier decomposition of daily CRF for a varying number

of low-frequency components. Numbers for each line are the total

number of components contained in the composite function. The

lowest number (i.e., 1) is only the mean observed value. The

highest number (i.e., 37) contains the 37 lowest-frequency com-

ponents of the Fourier decomposition.

FIG. A3. Annual background state of mixed-phase cloud oc-

currence as a function of height at Summit Station, identified by

Fourier decomposition. These are the values used to calculate

daily anomalous cloud composition as a function of height. Near

the surface, backgroundmixed-phase cloud occurrence at Summit

Station is approximately 15% for all observations in the month

of August.
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components. For example, although the optimal number

of components for CRF was identified to be 13, node-

averaged anomaly results did not change significantly

for 10–16 components. This lack of sensitivity indicates

that observations used here are most impacted by high-

frequency variability related to atmospheric circulation

and that the results and conclusions are robust beyond

subtle choices in the methodology.
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